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Magmatic offers touring tough Therma 
Tour™ haze effect generators  
 
Magmatic atmospheric effects is pleased to offer Thermatic, a series of oil-based hazers 
designed to give enduring haze effects for longer-lasting atmospherics. Capable of creating a 
fine particulate that hangs in the air for hours, each haze generator in the Thermatic line excels 
at enhancing light beams and mid-air effects for higher impact, eye-catching visuals. 
 
Magmatic is pleased to offer 
the Therma Tour, a premium 
oil-based haze effect generator 
that produces an exceptionally 
fine, long-lasting atmospheric 
haze. Available in a 350W and 
powerful 800W version – 
Therma Tour 600™ and 
Therma Tour 800™ – both 
machines create a safe, clean 
and odorless haze effect that 
leaves no residue.  
             
Ideal at creating the perfect 
small-particle haze for highlighting light beams, the units hold 2.5 liters of fluid for over 35 
hours of run time with no warm up time required. Hang time is incredibly long at over 3 hours 
in an enclosed space after the unit has been turned off!  
 
Both units feature rugged, compact and mobile road case designs to withstand repeated travel 
and the day in and day out rigors of on-the-road use. Soundproof insulation means the Therma 
Tour series can also be used in more noise sensitive indoor environments.  
 
Maximum output of the Therma Tour 600 is 1,200 CFM (cu ft/min) while the Therma Tour 
800 delivers a remarkable 5,600 CFM (cu ft /min). Magmatic’s oil-based Atmosity ARH fluid 
has been designed specifically for the Therma Tour series and because the units sip fluid at a 
low 1.0 ml/min and 1.5 ml/min respectively (fluid level can easily be monitored via an external 

https://www.elationlighting.com/therma-tour-600
https://www.elationlighting.com/therma-tour-800


 
fluid level gauge), its fine haze atmosphere can enhance lighting effects for hours on end. And it 
does it while staying surprisingly quiet. 
 
Advanced HPA (High Pressure Air) pump technology reduces the risk of heater clogging for 
performance that delivers on time, every time, while automatic self-cleaning and energy-saving 
mode make operation even more effortless and economical. 
 
Therma Tour machines are hard to break but easy to use with multiple control options that 
include a wireless RF remote, Elation E-Fly wireless DMX, wired remote, Magmatic App, and 
manual touch-screen control. 
 
Magmatic 
Designed, engineered and exclusively distributed by Elation Professional, Magmatic specialty 
effects are strong solutions that are on-the-road tough and made to endure. Products 
encompass a comprehensive range of haze and fog machines with the Magma™ and 
Thermatic™ series, atmospheric snow machines with the Polar™ series, and CO2 cryogenic 
simulation effects with the Rocket™ series. Also available is an IP65-rated series of UV LED 
lighting products in the Prisma™ series. To complement all of the special effects machines, 
Elation has developed a complete line of specially formulated effect fluids called Atmosity™.  
 
About Elation Professional 
Based in California with facilities in Florida and Mexico City, as well as European offices in The Netherlands, 
Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative lighting and video products known for its 
superior performance, excellent efficiency, and outstanding price:value ratio, all backed by a hard-earned reputation 
for Total Support. Through nearly three decades of intelligent lighting development, our mission has always been 
simple: to provide best-in-class products and service while offering the best value:performance ratio in the 
industry, helping show designers and producers achieve their vision. From discharge to LED, intelligent to 
conventional, Elation products continue to be a part of the industry’s most exciting projects across the globe and 
our list of references is always growing. We invite you to take a closer look at www.elationlighting.com  
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Los Angeles, CA 90040 
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6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 
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